Transition between advance and delay responses to eastbound transmeridian flights.
In response to eastbound transmeridian flights, which result in zeitgeber phase advance shifts, adaptation of the circadian system to the new time zone by phase delays and advances are observed. The delay response to an advance zeitgeber shift has been called an antidromic response. For the shift at which the transition from an advance to an antidromic response occurs, the term critical shift is introduced. For the study of critical shifts, a flight experiment across nine time zones and numerical simulations of a van der Pol equation have been evaluated. The interest is focussed on the determination of a range for critical abrupt shifts. An abrupt shift means that the ensemble of zeitgebers including geophysical zeitgebers and the rest-activity cycle is shifted immediately in the new time zone. The range of critical advance shifts has been estimated to reach from +7 to +10 hr. In the literature, results were reported which would imply a much wider range. The discussion of these observations shows that the actual shifts were presumably not abrupt in the quoted experiments. The consequences of critical shifts for jet lag symptoms are investigated. If reduced circadian amplitudes and long times taken for the resynchronization contribute to the feeling of jet lag, the symptoms will be worst for shifts close to the critical one, as numerical simulations revealed. Manipulations of such shifts with the aim to alleviate jet lag are discussed.